
ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE OF QLD INC

Foster
Care
Program



Mothers with newborn litters
Kittens or puppies too young to be 
desexed and rehomed
Animals needing to be nurtured 
back to health due to illness or 
mistreatment
Animals with temperament issues
(non aggressive)
Animals waiting for space

Designed for:



Mum needs:
Security
Stability
Consistency
Attention to diet
Love

Babies need: 
Stability
Close attention to 
their development



Babies need:

Security
Socialising
Handling
Play
Balanced diets
Training



Cats with flu

Dogs with kennel cough

Pre and Post surgery care

Other treatments



These could include things such as:

Timidity

Socialising needs

Observation of other issues



Brochures at displays and outlets
Foster page on website with on-line application
Newspaper articles
Radio community boards
Presentation of programme
at group meetings within
the community
General volunteer orientation



Environment
Family involvement
Passion
Time available
Distance involved
Questions 

The Crazies



Orientation Groups
Supporting DVD
Handouts
Verbal accessibility

Initial home visit
Regular follow ups

What training can you provide?



Provisions have to encompass all of the animals needs.  
Food
Feeding utensils
Bedding
Toys
Toileting
Medication 
Relevant Instructional sheets

Each stage of development will have different requirements

Equipment required



What will you provide?

Full provision – although more costly, this allows you 
total control
Shared provision – more cost effective, allowing more 
carer participation
Verbal support only – effective for small shelters 
where ‘every cent counts’. However, this option does 
restrict the number of carers available.

Equipment provided



Important issues are:
Safety – can the animal harm itself
in the chosen environment
Accessibility – does it allow for easy
and constant contact
Easy to clean – can it be cleaned 2-3 times a day
without difficulty
Easy to protect – can contact be restricted at chosen
times from both animals and children
Isolation from animals – if contact is not desired with 
existing family animals 

Home Setups



When kittens are
still very young but
are becoming
increasingly mobile
the bathtub is a good
daytime play area



As kittens get older
a shower cubicle
can make a safe
living and play
environment if need
be



Puppy pens are a safe way 
to contain pups if they 
are going to spend time 
outside

Fencing can also be 
used to restrict access 
to unsafe areas 



Neonatal – under 2 weeks

Transitional – 2-6 weeks

Socialisation Period –
6-8 weeks

Stages of development



Eyes and ears are closed
Cannot regulate body temperature
Touch and taste present
Ambilical cord falls off at 2-3 days
Stool is greenish yellow, if present at all
Requires 2-4 hour feeds 24/7 and nursing is 
initiated entirely by mother
If no mother it is necessary to stimulate the 
kittens at every feeding for urination and 
defecation

KITTENS



Eyes open at 7-10 days- iris blue
Important not to ‘help’ eyes open as they are 
vulnerable to infections
Feeding moves to every 4 hours with kitten 
consuming more than twice as much at each feed
Kitten should double its birth rate by the end of 
week 2
Sense of smell is developing. They will recognise 
mum by smell and spit/hiss at any unknown 
scent.



Teeth start to come through
Ears are now erect
Kittens can now regulate their body temperature
Sense of smell is now well developed
They will start to toilet away from  sleeping area
If mum not present, milk supplement may not be 
sufficient. Syringed solids can be alternated with milk
Kittens are more aware of littermates
They will start to move around more, supporting 
themselves in the legs, although still stumbling
Kittens can now purr



Kittens will begin to groom themselves
There will be more activity and interaction with their 
littermates and they will start to explore further afield
Eye and play co-ordination is developing
They will begin to use a litter tray and it is no longer 
necessary to stimulate toileting
Wet food should now be available at all times as well 
as water
If with a mother, she will now begin to leave her 
kittens for short periods of time



At 5 weeks sight is now fully developed
Play with littermates will now become more intense. 
Kittens will hide while approaching another kitten, as 
well as stalk and pounce
This is the stage that they start ‘learning’ to be a cat

At 6 weeks kittens are extremely active with longer 
and rougher play periods
They will show initiative to search for objects/toys 
that have ‘disappeared’
If with a mother she will spend much longer periods 
on her own



All teeth are present by 8 weeks
Adult-like sleep patterns will have developed
Kittens develop good eye-paw co-ordination which 
enables them to deal with small, moving objects
Kittens have begun to show adult-like responses to 
threatening social stimuli, both visual and olfactory
On average, at 8 weeks of age, a kitten will weigh 
approximately 1 kg



Eyes and ears are closed
Cannot regulate body temperature
Touch and taste present
Ambilical cord falls off at 2-3 days
Stool is greenish yellow, if present at all
Requires 2-4 hour feeds 24/7 and nursing is 
initiated entirely by mother
If no mother it is necessary to stimulate the 
puppies at every feeding for urination and 
defecation

PUPPIES



Eyes open at 10-14 days- iris blue/grey
Feeding moves to every 4 hours with puppies 
consuming more than twice as much at each feed
Puppies should double their birth weight by the 
end of week 2
Neuromuscular reflexes are now present



Teeth start to come through
They will start to walk at about 2 ½  weeks and are 
able to support their weight and walk by 3 weeks
They will start to toilet away from their bed area and 
use a group toilet area.
It is no longer necessary to stimulate toileting
Smell and hearing are developing
They will begin to eat solid food. Canned food with 
reconstituted dry should be offered, alternating with 
the bottle feeding



Response to pain stimuli is now expressed 
with less vocalization and more with an 
increased effort to back away in escape. This 
is because the pup is now capable of locating 
the pain source
You will note the beginning of social play 
activity
At this stage they will start searching out and 
using toys



Adult eye color will develop during this time
Eye and play coordination is developing rapidly
Sight is now well developed
They are now very aware of surroundings, 
companions and relationships and interacting more
This is the time to start introducing to other species
Variety and stimulation are essential now to 
encourage a bright, alert puppy
Food should be make available 6-8 times a day



All teeth are present by 8 weeks
Pups now have full use of their senses. Physical skills 
and coordination are developing rapidly
Pups need a balanced meal 4 times a day, with water 
always available
They are very curious and keen to explore new 
experiences.
Pups need positive ‘people’
experiences and absorb new
information like a sponge

See ‘Puppy Socialising’ brochure



To produce well socialised, healthy 
puppies and kittens that are ready for 
adoption we need to provide:

Family contact – both human & animal
Environmental contact
Learning toys
Training time
Play time
Diverse experiences

AND ...

Enrichment and socialising



Huge amounts of love ……….







Do we have the facilities
Do we have the man power
What level of service do we want to offer
How will we deal with medical treatments
Do we want to be able to use this service for other 
programmes

The questions you have to ask? 



Through our Foster 
Programme, we 
are seeking to 
save as many lives 
as possible and to 
enrich the lives of 
those animals that 
would otherwise 
be euthanised



If you were unable to attend the Foster Programme 
workshop and are interested in obtaining the 
handouts and sample documentation please email  
Michelle  at :

Michelle@awlqld.com.au

Handouts and sample 
documentation 


